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INTRODUCTION:On 25 April 2015, the Gorkha
earthquake [magnitude (M) 7.8] struck Nepal,
followed by five aftershocks of ≥M 6.0 until
10 June 2015. The earthquakes killed ~9000 peo-
ple and severely damaged a 550 by 200 km
region in Nepal and neighboring countries.
Some mountain villages were completely de-
stroyed, and the remote locations, blocked
roads, and landslide-dammed rivers prevented
ground access to many areas.

RATIONALE:Our “Volunteer Group” of sci-
entists from nine nations, motivated by hu-

manitarian needs, focused on satellite-based
systematicmapping and analysis of earthquake-
induced geohazards.We provided information
to relief and recovery officials as emergency
operations were occurring, while supported
by one of the largest-ever NASA-led campaigns
of responsive satellite data acquisitions over
a vast disaster zone. Our analysis of geo-
hazards distribution allowed evaluation of
geomorphic, tectonic, and lithologic controls
on earthquake-induced landsliding, process
mechanisms, and hazard process chains, par-
ticularly where they affected local populations.

RESULTS: We mapped 4312 coseismic and
postseismic landslides. Their distribution
shows positive associations with slope and
shaking intensity. The highest areal densi-
ties of landslides are developed on the down-
dropped northern tectonic block, which is
likely explained by momentary reduction of
the normal stress along planes of weakness
during downward acceleration. The two largest
shocks bracket the high-density landslide
distribution, the largest magnitudes of the
surface displacement field, and highest peak
ground accelerations (PGAs). Landslides are
heavily concentrated where PGA was >0.6g
and slope is >30°. Additional controls on

landslide occurrence are
indicated by their cluster-
ing near earthquake epi-
centers and within specific
lithologic units. The pro-
duct of PGA and the sine
of surface slope (defined

as the landslide susceptibility index) is a
good indicator of where most landslides oc-
curred. A tail of the statistical distributions of
landslides extends to low values of the
landslide susceptibility index. Slight earth-
quake shaking affected vulnerable materials
hanging on steep slopes—such as ice, snow,
and glacial debris—and moderate to strong
shaking affected poorly consolidated sedi-
ments deposited in low-sloping river val-
leys, which were already poised near a failure
threshold. In the remote Langtang Valley,
some of the most concentrated destruction
and losses of life outside the Kathmandu
Valley were directly due to earthquake-
induced landslides and air blasts. Complex seis-
mic wave interactions and wave focusing may
have caused ridgetop shattering and landslides
near Langtang but reduced direct shaking
damage on valley floors and at glacial lakes.

CONCLUSION: The Gorkha earthquake took
a tremendous, tragic toll on human lives
and culture. However, fortunately no damag-
ing earthquake-caused glacier lake out-
burst floods were observed by our satellite
analysis. The total number of landslides was
far fewer than those generated by compa-
rable earthquakes elsewhere, probably be-
cause of a lack of surface ruptures, the
concentration of deformation along the sub-
surface thrust fault at 10 to 15 km depth,
and the regional dominance of competent
high-grade metamorphic and intrusive igne-
ous rock types.▪
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Landslide distribution and effects of a huge landslide. (A) Landslides (purple dots) are con-
centrated mostly north of the tectonic hinge-line. Also shown are the epicenters of the main shock
and largest aftershock. Displacements are from the JAXA ALOS-2 ScanSAR interferogram (21 Feb
and 2 May 2015 acquisitions). (B and C) Before-and-after photographs obtained by D. Breashears
in Langtang Valley showing complete destruction of a large part of Langtang village by a huge
landslide.
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The Gorkha earthquake (magnitude 7.8) on 25 April 2015 and later aftershocks struck
South Asia, killing ~9000 people and damaging a large region. Supported by a large
campaign of responsive satellite data acquisitions over the earthquake disaster zone,
our team undertook a satellite image survey of the earthquakes’ induced geohazards in
Nepal and China and an assessment of the geomorphic, tectonic, and lithologic controls
on quake-induced landslides. Timely analysis and communication aided response and
recovery and informed decision-makers. We mapped 4312 coseismic and postseismic
landslides. We also surveyed 491 glacier lakes for earthquake damage but found only
nine landslide-impacted lakes and no visible satellite evidence of outbursts. Landslide
densities correlate with slope, peak ground acceleration, surface downdrop, and specific
metamorphic lithologies and large plutonic intrusions.

O
n 25 April 2015 and over the next several
weeks, a major series of displacements oc-
curred ~15 kmdeep along the buriedMain
Himalayan Thrust without breaking the
surface (1–3). Themain shock of the Gorkha

earthquake [magnitude (M) 7.8, U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS); epicenter 28.147°N, 84.708°E]
was followed by ~257 aftershocks of >M 3.0, in-
cluding five≥M 6.0 between 25 April and 10 June
2015.On 12May, aM 7.3 aftershock struck~150km
ENE of the main shock. The largest earthquakes
caused a wide swath of casualties and destruction
inNepal and adjacent India, China, andBangladesh.
Somemountain villages were shaken to complete
destruction (4), buried by avalanches and land-
slides, or destroyed by powerful avalanche and
landslide air blasts. The remote locations and
blocked roads and riversmeant that ground crews
could not immediately access many Himalayan
valleys.
We adopted a satellite-based approach to ex-

amine the vast damaged region. Satellite imagery
was provided by NASA, DigitalGlobe, the Japan
AerospaceExplorationAgency (JAXA),MacDonald
Dettwiler and Associates (MDA), Planet Labs, Spot
Image, and the China National Space Administra-
tion, including imagery triggered by the Interna-

tional Charter: Space and Major Disasters (www.
disasterscharter.org). A “Volunteer Group” of ana-
lysts from nine nations was organized by the
University of Arizona under the auspices of Global
Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) (5)
initially to assess priority hazard situations and
then to build a landslide inventory (6). The group
contributed their input of mapped geohazards to
a broad ad hoc NASA-led interagency “Response
Team.” We scrutinized optical imagery, ranging
from 15 to <1m resolution, fromLandsats 7 and 8;
the Advanced Spaceborne and Thermal Emission
andReflection Radiometer (ASTER) onboard Ter-
ra; Advanced Land Imager on EO-1;WorldView-1,
-2, and -3;GeoEye-1; Pleiades; andGaofen-1 (table
S1) and used radar data from ALOS-2 and
RADARSAT-2 and topography from the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). Landslides
not detectable at these scaleswould generally have
lesser human consequences than would larger
landslides.
The Response Team, including the Volunteer

Group, undertook one of the broadest and fastest
international emergency remote sensing and data
analysis campaigns ever led by NASA for any
earthquake-affected region (7–9). Parallel, but
independent, landslide-mapping efforts have been

undertaken by a joint British Geological Survey–
Durham University group (10) and other groups.
During previous earthquake emergencies in

mountainous terrain (such as Wenchuan, China
and Denali, Alaska), landslides were numerous
(9, 11–17), sometimes initiating a process chain
of secondary and tertiary geomorphic processes
over time spans ranging from minutes to years
after the earthquake (18, 19). Landslide-initiated
process chains may involve gains in mobilized
mass and destructive power through energy and
mass transfer cascades. Many documented or in-
ferred examples exist, including rock/ice fall–
generated debris avalanches that transformed
into debris flows (20, 21) or caused large impound-
ment lakes and upstream flooding (22), landslide-
generated displacement waves and glacier lake
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outburst floods (GLOFs) (23, 24), and landslide-
dammed lake outbursts (25, 26). As debris, ice,
and lake and stream water are ingested into an
outburst flood, a debris flow or hyper-concentrated
slurry flood may result (21). Each geomorphic
process in the chain may trigger a subsequent
geohazard and extend the damaging reach of the
event (27, 28). Process chains involving GLOFs
are particularly worrisome.
The Volunteer Group’s work focused on system-

aticmapping of quake-induced geohazards, under-
standing the geomorphic, lithologic, and tectonic
control of their distribution and the identification
of communities and infrastructure that might be
affected. We analyzed the distribution and char-
acter of the geohazards induced by the Gorkha
earthquake in Nepal and Tibet using mainly
satellite-based findings, supplemented with media
reports, eyewitness photography, helicopter-borne
field assessments, and modeling of lake outburst
flood processes. This paper considers earthquake-
related landslides formed before 10 June 2015,
when the monsoon arrived in eastern Nepal.

Landslide mapping and assessment

Wemapped the distribution of 4312 earthquake-
induced (coseismic and postseismic) landslides

(Fig. 1). We identified six Areas of Interest (AOIs)
that include Annapurna,Manaslu, GaneshHimal,
Langtang, ChoOyu, and Everest (fig. S1) fromwest
to east. The AOIs together cover 375 by 155 km,
with divisions set along major valleys. Each AOI
team had remote sensing and landslide expertise
and was assigned an experienced lead analyst.
Multispectral satellite images from many gov-

ernment and commercial sensors (table S1) were
madeavailable throughanumber of portals, includ-
ing the DigitalGlobe website, the USGS Hazards
Data Distribution System (HDDS), and USGS
Global Visualization Viewer (GLOVIS). Addition-
ally, NASA provided access to expedited post-
earthquake targeted ASTER imagery within the
affected region. Not all locations were surveyed
repetitively. We compiled a database and detailed
descriptions of each AOI (29).
The highest densities of earthquake-related

landslides are distributed in a broad swath be-
tween the two largest shocks, where many after-
shocks also occurred. Clusters of landslides also
exist outside of this zone (Fig. 1). The high land-
slide densities also lie between three >M 7.0
earthquakes that occurred on 26 August 1833,
25 April 2015, and 12May 2015, thus highlighting
the possible long-term effects of historic quakes.

However, we assessed the landslide occurrences
only within the context of the Gorkha earthquake
and aftershocks and the terrain characteristics,
broadly organized according to (i) surface slopes
and the earthquakes’ seismic peak ground accel-
erations (PGAs), (ii) broad-field deformation due
to the earthquakes, and (iii) the distribution of un-
derlying landcover, lithology, and tectonic structure.
Among the shaking parameters, PGA is just

one factor that may control whether landslides
occur in response to an earthquake. The specific
frequency content, shake duration, PGAdirection,
and recurrent shocks also may be important (30).
Furthermore, the landslides caused by theGorkha
earthquake and aftershocks appear to be far fewer
than expectedwhen comparedwith those of other
mountainous regionswith similar-magnitude earth-
quakes (31, 32). This might be due to the lack of
surface ruptures induced by the earthquakes and
the concentration of deformation along the sub-
surface thrust fault at 10 to 15 km depth (2).

Landslide distribution
Control by shaking and slope

The locations of the Gorkha earthquake-induced
landslides are plotted with landscape physiogra-
phy and the epicenters of the six largest shocks
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Fig. 1. Location of 4312
earthquake-related geo-
hazards. (A) Distribution of
glaciers (blue), late-season
snowfields (red), landslides
(white dots), and main shock
and largest aftershock epi-
centers. The base topogra-
phy is from the SRTM 90-m
gap-filled digital elevation
model (33). Glacier extents
are from the Randolph
Glacier Inventory (RGI) (61).
Snowfields were derived
from pre-event Landsat-8
visible and near-infrared
(VNIR) to short-wave infra-
red (SWIR) band ratios and
topographic masks. (B)
(Top) Landslides plotted with
local peak ground accelera-
tions induced by the main
Gorkha shock or M >6 after-
shocks. PGAs are from the
USGS–National Earthquake
Information Center ShakeMap
(62). (Bottom) Boxes b1 and
b2 are enlarged to show
details near Langtang and
Pisang. (C) Landslides
plotted with reported deaths
per Nepal district are from
the Government of Nepal,
Nepal Disaster Risk Reduc-
tion Project. (D) Hazard
occurrences (black dots) on
calculated slopes. (Inset) Detail of hazard-dense region. (E) Smoothed area density (log scale) of earthquake-induced landslides determined by using a
neighborhood 1/8° by 1/8° search window (~14 by 12 km) in relation to major (M ≥6) epicenters of historic earthquakes and the Gorkha quakes (62).
Densities range between 0.01 and 3.37 landslides/km2. Higher landslide densities occur locally on scales finer than 1/8°.
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(Fig. 1A), PGA (Fig. 1B), reported deaths (Fig. 1C),
and slope (Fig. 1D).We alsomapped the smoothed
landslide density distribution (Fig. 1E) and com-
puted and mapped the susceptibilities of the
landscape to earthquake-induced mass move-
ments of ice, snow, or rock (Fig. 2). The computed
susceptibilities depend on the product of the
sine of slope (33) and the PGA (from the USGS
ShakeMap PGA) (Fig. 1B).
Integration of slope and shaking (represented

by PGA) within the susceptibility index partly
accounts for where landslides occurred (Fig. 2),
especially where collapse of high-elevation snow
and ice may have been involved (Fig. 2, B and C).
The landslide distribution shows the strongest
associations with slopes of >30° (Fig. 1C and fig.
S2A), PGA of >0.32g (Fig. 2A and fig. S2B), and
shake-induced landslide susceptibility index of
>0.16g (Fig. 2A). We infer that many of these
landslides probably would not have occurred any-
time soon without earthquake shaking. The con-
trol of landslideoccurrencesby the steepHimalayan
slopes and seismic shaking is unsurprising and
similar to other well-documented earthquakes
(34). However, landslide susceptibilities differ
from quake to quake. These new results detail
the relationships of this Himalayan earthquake
to seismic and geologic/terrain parameters. As
PGA attains several tenths of g, entire mountain-
sides can collapse as shake-induced coseismic
failures are not restricted tomaterials and terrains
that were already poised near failure. Whereas
landsliding on steep, strongly shaken slopes is
easily understood, the tail of the landslide dis-
tribution to low shaking values, to low slopes,
and low (but nonzero) shaking-induced land-
slide susceptibilities (fig. S2) requires further
explanation.

Under any of the following conditions, low
seismic PGAs at a few percent of g may cause
failures that lead to a landslide or avalanche if
the materials are already near failure.
(i) Granular materials may accumulate near

the angle of repose, making them susceptible to
coseismic failure owing to an acceleration that
would increase shear stress along incipient planes
of failure or related to rapid coseismic vibration-
induced creep (35).
(ii) Seismic vibrations may cause liquefaction

of water-saturated sediment, disturbances to the
local hydrology, and coseismic or postseismic flow
or rotational slumping (36).
(iii) At the beds of polythermal glaciers, the

frictional resisting force may be carried by small
frozen domains (37). Sharp accelerations may
fracture the bed’s frozen attachments, suddenly
reducing the frictional force and initiating sliding.
(iv) Motion of rock or ice on fracture planes is

resisted by the frictional force at the slip plane
(38). Reduction in the normal stress because of
downward acceleration, or increase in the down-
slope driving shear stress because of slip-plane
parallel acceleration, may initiate coseismically
triggered slip on steeply sloping slip planes.
(v) Upward acceleration increases the normal

stress and may induce transient pressure melt-
ing of basal polythermal ice, reducing the fric-
tional force. The subsequent downward seismic
acceleration suddenly relieves the normal stress,
so that newly produced basal meltwater (which
might not refreeze) may initiate sliding (39).
The mechanisms outlined above may produce

landslides or avalanches at low but nonzero shak-
ing in granularmaterials occurring on steep slopes,
in water-saturated sediments, and on steeply
sloping glaciers. The deadly Mount Everest ice/

snow avalanches on 25 April 2015 exemplify this
point, where shaking was a low 0.09g (table S3).
Glacier ice and snow are commonly poised near
failure as indicated by Everest’s history of ice av-
alanches off steep slopes, including back-to-back
years in which there were a record 16 avalanche
deaths in April 2014 (triggered by spring melt-
ing) and a new record 22 deaths in April 2015
(earthquake-triggered). Many Himalayan glaciers
are substantially avalanche-fed, and snow or
ice avalanches may occur upon a slight prompt,
whether because of heavy winter or monsoon
snowfall, spring melting, or slight shaking. The
Gorkha earthquake struck soon after another
season of spring melting began, increasing the
vulnerability to shaking of ice and snow in the
Everest area. Landslides in the upper Marsyangdi
Valley (described below) also experienced rela-
tively weak shaking (0.11 to 0.13g) but involved
unconsolidated fluvial gravels and lacustrine
silts (40).
Seismic reactivation of preseismic landslides,

or hydrological reactivationof earthquake-triggered
landslides, may be common where landsliding al-
ready is present. Hydrological reactivations may
be caused by precipitation runoff, spring discharge,
or erosional undercutting of river banks. Image
time series indicate that many mapped land-
slides, such as in theMarsyangdi Valley, happened
after the main shock. In general, these might be
attributable to a host of factors such as after-
shocks, failure of earthquake-disturbed hanging
glaciers or debuttressed slopes (41,42), degradation
of mountain permafrost and glacier-permafrost
interactions (41), extremeprecipitation, and stream
undercutting of poorly consolidated sediment
banks that were already disturbed by the earth-
quake. Thesemechanisms involve changes to the
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Fig. 2. Debris landslide sus-
ceptibility with mapped
hazards. (A) Susceptibility in
units of acceleration divided
by g (9.81 m s−2). (B) Snow
avalanche susceptibility with
mapped hazards. Susceptibility
is in g. (C) Ice avalanche sus-
ceptibility with mapped hazards.
Susceptibility is in g. (D) Maxi-
mum PGA experienced by
491 glacier lakes. Mapped haz-
ards are shown as white dots.
Maximum PGA for glacier lakes
was 0.57g. (Insets) Detail in
Langtang Valley.
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supply of groundwater or rates of glacial erosion
or ice melt, which have at least indirect links to
climate change.

Control by the broad-field
seismic deformation

Another key earthquake phenomenon is the wide-
field land surface deformation pattern, which
appears to have influenced the distribution of
landslides (Fig. 3). The mapped surface defor-
mationwas derived fromInterferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (InSAR) (Fig. 3A) (43). While the
ALOS-2 InSAR measurement is in the radar
line-of-sight, GPS measurements show that the
horizontal motion is almost in the along-track
direction, so the InSAR displacements in Fig. 3A
are almost purely vertical (3). The highest den-
sities of landslides are correlated with the down-
dropped block, which is on the back-limb of the
hanging wall of the thrust and counterintuitively
correlates with the higher Himalaya. Within this
block, landslide densities increase southward and
then abruptly decrease near the tectonic hinge
line, which separates the downdropped and up-
thrown blocks (and also approximates the zone
of maximum slip on the fault). RADARSAT-2 data
provide the horizontal displacement field over
part of the earthquake-affected region and con-
firm that the largest horizontal displacements
(Fig. 3B) are near the hinge line and in the up-
lifted block, as defined by vertical deformation
(Fig. 3A).
We do not fully understand the distinctive con-

centration of earthquake-induced landslides in
the tectonic downdropped block of the Gorkha
earthquake. The steep slopes within the down-
dropped block no doubt contributed to the pat-
tern of landslide densities, but steep slopes are
also present in some areas where landslides are
few. The net downward acceleration implied by
the downdrop possibly caused a momentary re-
duction in lithostatic stress, hence a reduction of
normal stress along inclined planes of weakness.
Relief of normal stress could have allowed non-
lithostatic shear stress, including lateral seismic
acceleration, to initiate motion along landslide
failure planes. Because the coefficient of sliding
friction is normally less than that of static fric-
tion, motion may then continue and drive a land-
slide. The samemechanismmay apply to shaking,
andhence, thebroad-fielddeformationmaymodu-
late the shaking-induced perturbation of normal
stress, again suggesting some integration of mul-
tiple causative trigger mechanisms.
The Gorkha earthquake caused fewer land-

slides than expected on the basis of its magni-
tude (12, 32), mirroring the unexpected paucity
of dwelling destruction (2). The peculiar distri-
bution of the Gorkha earthquake landslides on
the downdropped block (Fig. 3) placed them
mainly north of the major population centers,
reducing the death toll. For strike-slip events
such as the 2010 M 7.0 Haiti earthquake (44),
landslides were not similarly distributed system-
atically with respect to the fault plane. For com-
parison, landslides in the 1994M 6.7 Northridge
and 2008M 7.9Wenchuan earthquakes (11, 12, 45)

were concentrated on the higher mountainous
areas of the upthrown block. Both earthquakes
were oblique thrust events, like theGorkha quake.
The Wenchuan earthquake induced far more
landslides than did the Gorkha earthquake, de-
spite similar steep terrain. These differencesmight
relate to the Gorkha quake’s shallow dipping fault
and lack of surface rupture (a blind thrust).
The Northridge earthquake was also a blind

thrust, and despite being smaller than the Gorkha
quake, it produced 11,000 documented landslides
(45). Some, mapped by an airborne survey, were
smaller than the detection limit in the imagery

used for our survey, in which Digital Globe data
were unavailable. The numerous slides caused by
the Northridge earthquake may be primarily at-
tributed to uncemented clastic sedimentary com-
positions dominating the regional lithology, versus
more competent high-grade metamorphic and
igneous rocks dominating the higher Himalaya.
The differing types and densities of vegetation
and root binding might also be a factor. In gen-
eral, differences in earthquake-induced landslide
densities can also be related to the number and
magnitude of strong high-frequency ground mo-
tions, although the paucity of strong-motion
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Fig. 3. Landslide distribution relative to the Earth surface deformation field. (A) 4312 landslides
(purple dots) are concentratedmostly north of the hinge line between the downdropped block and uplifted
block. Also shown are the epicenters of themain shock and five largest aftershocks.Vertical displacements
are from the JAXAALOS-2 ScanSAR interferogram (21 Feb and 2May 2015 scenes),which represent almost
entirely verticalmotion. ALOS-2 interferometryof theGorkha earthquake and largest aftershockwas recently
described by Lindsey et al. (3). (B) Horizontal motion map based on azimuth shift measurements of the
RADARSAT-2XFacquisitions of 5 April and 29April 2015. Scale showsmotion excludingoutliers outside the
mean ± 3s. Values are positive for SSW azimuths >100 degrees relative to east (>S10W). Hence, both
the upthrown and downdropped blocks shifted southward. The areal coverage for the RADARSAT-2
scene is not identical to that of ALOS-2; areas on the eastern side of the scene have no data.
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recordings in the cases of both the Gorkha and
Wenchuan quakes hampers direct comparison.

Control by lithology and major
fault structure

The local clustering indicates additional controls
on landslide occurrence. Lithologic variations,
sediment thickness, bedding dip direction relative
to slope aspect, extent of physical and chemical
weathering including extent of bedrock fractur-
ing, and vegetation cover may be important con-
trolling factors. Lithology affects the occurrence
of some landslides. For instance, the Langtang
Valley slides involved the failure or ingestion of
ice and unconsolidated glacial debris. Another
example is the poorly consolidated sediment driv-
ing the Marsyangdi Valley landslides.
Fault structures exert indirect control of the

clustering of landslides and organization of clus-
ters (Fig. 4). High concentrations of landslides
occur within particular Proterozoic metamorphic
units and intrusive complexes and also near the
surface of several major tectonic features, mainly
low-angle thrust faults including the South Tibetan
Detachment System (STDS), theMain Central Thrust
(MCT), theMain Boundary Thrust (MBT), and the
Main Frontal Thrust (MFT). The latter three

faults splay off the subsurface Main Himalayan
Thrust, which is thought to have slipped during
these earthquakes (1). However, because none of
the Gorkha earthquake fault displacements (main
shock or aftershocks) are known to have pierced
the surface, the association with the thrust faults
might indicate underlying lithological control,
in which the faults juxtapose rocks of differing
compositions at the surface. Lithologic proper-
ties influenced the topographic character of the
landscape and how seismic energy is transmitted,
particularly through (i) elastic and brittle/elastic
properties of the rock, (ii) chemical weathering
and its control of erosion and slope, (iii) fracture
development and fault displacement, and (iv)
seismic wave interactions with topography and
lithological structures. Each factor likely contrib-
utes, where lithology is a common denominator.
A high density of landslides occurs within the
upper Lesser Himalaya near to and east from the
epicenter of the primary earthquake. Whereas
this cluster’s proximity to the largest shock’s epi-
center is evident, the pattern defined by the clus-
ter is closely correlated with the outcrop of the
upper Lesser Himalaya, which is composed of
low- tomedium-grademetamorphosed Proterozoic
argillic-calcareous (clay and sand) units and also

of higher-grade metamorphic Proterozoic rocks.
The upper Lesser Himalaya here is bounded on
the north by the Main Central Thrust, where the
overthrusted rocks are dominated by Precambrian
gneisses, but only near the thrusted contact do
the latter underlie many landslides.
Many landslides occur south and west of

Kathmandu (Fig. 4) near the southern edge of the
KathmanduNappe [a thrust sheet of Precambrian/
LowerPaleozoicmetasedimentary rocks, asmapped
by Stöcklin (46)]. In these areas, landslides are
especially concentrated where Ordovician gran-
itoids have intruded Proterozoic metasediments,
suggesting lithological contrast as a control-
ling feature. Further, there is a notable absence
of landslides south of the MBT-MCT south of
Kathmandu.
Proterozoic slate, shale, siltstone, sandstone,

graphitic schist (Fig. 4, combined as purple) and
gneiss (Fig. 4, red)—all layered rock types—host
relatively few landslides. Instead, the vast major-
ity of earthquake-triggered landslides occur in
the Proterozoic phyllite, amphibolite, metasand-
stone, and schist rock sequences of the Lesser
andHighHimalaya (Fig. 4, green and pink) north
of Kathmandu. These occur on either side of the
MCT. The landslide hotspots (Fig. 1E) comprise a
small fraction of the area of this widespread rock
unit; steep-sided, high-elevation ridgetops gen-
erated some of the landslide hotspots. For ex-
ample, the Langtang Valley landslides largely
originated high on the ridges and near the sum-
mits in places where glaciers, glacial debris, and
bedrock failed. The lithological controlsmayman-
ifest through rockmechanics and rockweathering
and slope.
Topographic effects, along with different rock

types’ contrasting S, P, and surface waves affect
landsliding through wave scattering, interference,
and heterogeneous energy dissipation. During
helicopter overflights, authors B. Collins and
R. Jibson (47) observed pervasive ridgetop shat-
tering throughmuch of the near-epicentral land-
sliding region. Constructivewave interference and
the focusing of seismic energy to shatter ridgetops
was observed in the Northridge (48) and 1971
San Fernando (49) earthquakes and modeled for
the 2005 I-Lan earthquake in Taiwan (50). Last,
damage related to wave resonance occurred in
the Kathmandu Basin during the Gorkha earth-
quake (2), and similar resonant effects may have
occurred elsewhere at damaging frequencies af-
fected by the spatial scales and geometry of var-
ious lithologic units. Human-built structures of
different sizes and construction, having distinc-
tive resonant vibrational frequencies, were selec-
tively destroyed (2).
Some major river valleys also have high land-

slide densities, including along the Marsyangdi
andTrishuli rivers. In theMarsyangdiValley, ahigh
landslide density correlates with relatively gently
sloping areas of the valley floor that are covered
by poorly consolidated sedimentary deposits.

Langtang mass movements

The earthquake-induced landslides of the Langtang
Valley (Fig. 5 and figs. S3 to S6) were exceptional
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Fig. 4. Landslide occurrence on mapped geologic units. Geology is from simplified geologic map
by (46, 63) and major faults (64).
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in their tragic results (more than 350 people
killed) and are also among the Gorkha earth-
quake’s best-documented landslides from field-
and space-based analysis. Langtang Valley, 70 km
north of Kathmandu, is one of Nepal’s major
trekking regions and hosts benchmark glaciology,
hydrology, and meteorology research (51–53).
The valley experienced moderate shaking (up to
~0.26g above Langtang village) (Fig. 1B). An analy-
sis of post-event satellite imagery and oblique
aerial photographs suggests that coseismic snow
and ice avalanches and rockfalls and their pow-
erful concurrent air blasts contributed to the de-
struction in Langtang Valley (Fig. 5 and figs. S3
to S6) that killed or leftmissing at least 350 people
(54). Panoramic photos of Langtang taken in 2012
and those taken after the earthquake on 12 May
2015 illustrate the magnitude and destruction of
the Langtang events (figs. S3 and S4). Further
indicating the vast scale of these events, anno-
tated helicopter-borne photos and satellite imag-
ery taken of the valley (Fig. 5 and figs. S5 and S6)
illustrate our interpretation of this disaster-within-
a-disaster.
Debris from the initial coseismic event covered

7.51 × 105m2 at Langtang alone, including a~1-km
stretch of the Langtang River.We did not observe
stream impoundment in the days after the earth-
quake, indicating thatmeltwater and runoff tun-
neled rapidly through the icy deposit. Photos
(D. Breashears) showed that the deposit contained
abundant snow and ice. Brightness temperatures
modeled from thermal band 10 of Landsat 8 on
30 April 2015 showed lower landslide surface
temperatures (270 to 280 K) as compared with
those of surrounding terrain (280 to 300 K). The
temperature anomalies, pond formation, and
moisture of debris resulted from melting.

The primary coseismic event at Langtang vil-
lage was a combined ice-snow avalanche that
initiated near 7000m. Subsequently, ice and snow
entrained rockfall material and descended a low-
gradient part of the glacier down to ~4500m. The
rock-ice mass then became airborne as it fell off a
cliff below 4500 m (Fig. 5). After the material
reached the riverbed at ~3250 m, it ran up the
opposing slope ~200 m (fig. S5). The air blasts
propagated farther, 400 m up the mountain (fig.
S3). From the impact point on the valley floor,
devastation extended ~1 km up- and downvalley.
From the 200-m-high surge of debris on the
opposing slope, we estimate a debris speed (v) of
63 m s−1 (227 km h−1) following Eq. 1

v ¼ ð2ghÞ0:5 ð1Þ
where g is gravitational acceleration (9.8 m s−2)
and h is the runup. Air blasts leveled what was
not buried in Langtang, including some buildings
constructed of stone slab. Wind also completely
flattened a small forest, suggesting wind speeds
comparable with an EF5 tornado (>322 kmhour−1

wind speed), which is consistent with freefall drop
of the landslide and heavily debris-ladenwind over
the cliff.
Satellite images provided by Digital Globe (fig.

S6) indicate a second large post–main shockmass
movement near Langtang village between 8 and
10 May 2015. The source of this landslide may
have been a rock detachment from the summit
ridge of Langtang-Lirung, ~6700m elevation. The
second landslide slightly increased the debris area
from 7.51 × 105 to 7.61 × 105 m2.
Nearby settlements of Singdum and Mundu

(fig. S6) were also damaged by air blasts from the
Langtang Valley mass movements. The larger set-
tlement of Kyangjin was also badly damaged by

an air blast created by another avalanche that
originated from the eastern ridge of Langtang-
Lirung. Devastation in the air-blasted zones, as
captured in several photos (fig. S3), is indicative of
the huge energy involved. The first Langtang land-
slidemassmaybe~3.3× 109 kg (area~750,000m2,
assumedmeanthickness≥2m,density2200kgm−3).
With a direct fall of ~1 km, the release of gravita-
tional potential energywas≥3.2× 1013 J (7.6-kiloton
TNT equivalent). During freefall and impact, the
main transfer of energy could only have been to
the atmosphere and directly on the surface, the
effects of which we sadly observed.

Landslide blockages of rivers:
Marsyangdi and Tom rivers (Nepal) and
Gyirong Zangbo/Trishuli River (Tibet)

We identified recurrent landslides along the up-
per Marsyangdi River in the Annapurna region.
These are a different type of landslide than those
in Langtang Valley. At least 20 mass movements
intersected the river in the 10 days after themain
shock (Fig. 6). The rapid sequence of similar failures
demonstrates that thequakes in somewaydisturbed
the unconsolidated sediments (40) along the river,
perhaps by altering the hydrology or opening soft-
sediment fractures, which thenwere exploited by
spring seepage and erosion and rotational failures.
The Marsyangdi Valley experienced relatively

weak shaking (to ~0.13g) (Fig. 1B and table S3),
which triggered nine small landslides along a
16-km stretch of the upper Marsyangdi River be-
tweenHumde and Bratang (Fig. 6). The landslides
were identified from a WorldView-2 satellite im-
age 27 April 2015, 2 days after the earthquake,
but were not present in a Landsat 8 image 4 days
prequake. Thus, we considered them primary ef-
fects of themain shock. Some slumps constricted
but did not greatly obstruct the river. One land-
slide (Fig. 6), ~2.2 km upstream of Lower Pisang
village, caused a small impoundment (135m long,
~2 × 103 m2).
Five more landslides reached the river between

27 April and 2 May 2015, including one ~200 m
wide, which caused a complete blockage ~1.9 km
upstreamof Lower Pisang. The impoundment grew
to ~550m long and 30 to 40mwide (~1.4 × 104m2)
(Fig. 6). Six new landslides occurred by 4 May, and
the lake increased to ~2.5 × 104m2 and 1100m long,
the same as measured again on 28 May 2015. Up-
stream, several smaller impoundments indicated a
further hazardous situation in which a dam breach
could initiate a succession of lower dam breaches
and the inundation of Lower Pisang village.
Ground photographs (Fig. 6B) show a predom-

inantly fine-grained landslide (47), likely com-
posed of fluvial and lacustrine sediments from
former dammed lakes (40). The steep headwall,
back-tilted trees, and a sharp detachment at the
head of the landslide indicate that the slide is a
rotational slump, a common failuremode inpoorly
supported, unconsolidated sediments.
The appearance of elevenpost–main shock land-

slides and growth of the impoundment lake
represent secondary and tertiary effects of the earth-
quake and indicate that the region is susceptible to
long-term slope instability and future landslides.
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Fig. 5. Langtang’s landslide flowpaths. The source areas and flow paths of the two Langtang mass
movements (white arrow, dashed where airborne). The red dashed line indicates the extent of the first
slide, the yellow dashed line indicates extent of second slide, and the purple dashed line indicates
extent of debris run-up.The image is west-facing. [Stitched panorama from 10 May 2015; photos by
D. F. Breashears/GlacierWorks]
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We observed many other earthquake-induced
landslide blockages of rivers. In one case, a 450-m-
wide landslide blocked the lower TomRiver near
Ghap, Manaslu Conservation Area, Nepal, creat-
ing an impoundment lake that stirred urgent
humanitarian concerns. Satellite imagery from
3, 5, 7, and 8May has allowedmonitoring of the
dammed lake. Between 3 and 8 May, the lake
grew from ~5.7 × 104 to ~6.6 × 104 m2. The near-
by village of Ghap, located downstream of the
confluence of the TomandBudhi Gandaki rivers,
fortunately showed no flood damage by 16 May,
indicating that even though the lake was drain-
ing through a narrow outlet, the dam erosion
was gradual. A satellite image from 8 June and
subsequentmedia coverage shows thatmost of the
lake had drained without severe consequences.
The Gorkha earthquake and its many after-

shocks also triggered dozens of landslides into
the south-flowing Gyirong River, China (Trishuli

RiverdownstreaminNepal).One landslidedammed
the river ~1.5 km south of Chongsecun, a few
kilometers north of the Nepalese border, causing
development of a 450 by 50 m impoundment
lake (28.363N, 85.360E, ~2600m above sea level).
The landslide destroyed ~200 m of the road con-
necting Chongsecun to the China-Nepal border
crossing at Resuo. Boulders and debris were dis-
placeddownslope, forming a landslide scar~700m
long and a deposit 250 by 300 m. Several land-
slides and a landslide-dammed lake also devel-
oped south of the Chongsecun slide at or near the
Resuo border crossing inNepal (28.275N, 85.379E,
~1,810 m above sea level) and blocked the road
near the Resuo bridge. Fortunately, the dam was
incised by the river, and with mitigation efforts
by engineers, there was no further damage. An-
other landslide on the same river near Resuowas
triggered by a rainstorm on 28 April 2015, with
the terrain conditioned by the M 7.8 Gorkha

earthquake. The landslide dammed the Trishuli
River and blocked the road fromGyirong County
to Resuo Port. These features near Chongsecun
and Resuo exemplify the transboundary process
chains of some induced hazards. The interrup-
tion of cross-border commerce is a major tangi-
ble earthquake impact in addition to the damage
to infrastructure and the loss of life.

Glacier lakes stability

ManyGLOFs have been recorded in theHimalaya
since the mid-20th century (55). The lakes’ mo-
raine dams, commonly situated at the angle of
repose, are fragile and prone to outburst because
of either sudden collapse or piping erosion, or
to gradual degradation due to climatic warming
and thaw. Avalanche and landslide-generated
displacement waves in the lake are thought to be
a common trigger for moraine dam failure (56).
Thus, when the largest earthquakes happened,
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Fig. 6. Landslide-dammed lake on the Marsyangdi River. Map and satellite imagery and ground photographs of landslides and landslide-dammed lakes on
upper Marsyangdi River. (A) Map. White box locates (C), (D), (E), and (F). (B) Ground photograph (courtesy M. Gotame, Manang villager) from 10 May 2015,
showing the landslide-dammed lake looking south.The white dashed line is the head scarp (visible is the steep headwall), and the curved arrow shows the inferred
flow path of the rotational slump. (C, D, E, and F) High-resolution WorldView-2 images of the river, showing delayed occurrence of the large landslide and lake
formation.The white star in (D) locates (B). River widths are given at two locations.
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many experts were concerned that shaking may
have weakened or collapsed unconsolidated mo-
raine dams of glacial lakes, ormay have triggered
large displacement waves and GLOFs.
Fortunately, we identified few earthquake ef-

fects on glacier lakes. We examined pre- and
postquake satellite images of 491 lakes [locations
drawn mainly from the inventory of Fujita et al.
(57)]. The visibility of 15 lakes in our database
was unclear (partially shadowed or poor resolu-
tion image), but their downstream drainages
showedno signs of GLOFs. Only nine of 491were
physically hit by landslides or avalanches. Of these,
ice avalanches may have ejected water from two
small ponds near Everest, and debris fell onto
the frozen surfaces of other lakes without further
effect. No lakes in the current satellite survey
produced a GLOF as a result of the earthquake.
GLOFs generally do not trigger at modeled PGAs
up to 0.57g (Fig. 2D). This unexpected result may
relate to seismic wave interactions with the to-
pography, where for shallow hypocenters, PGAs
(i) are reduced on valley floors and (ii) are rapidly
reduced by shielding across mountain ranges
caused bywave scattering on the topography and
petrologic structure (50, 58).
Furthermore, we closely examined three large

moraine-dammed glacial lakes (Thulagi, Rolpa,
and Imja) (Fig. 7), which have been extensively
surveyed, studied, andmonitored because of their
GLOF risk (55). At Thulagi Lake in the Manaslu
region (just west of the Tom River blockage de-
scribed above) and Imja Lake in the Everest re-
gion, no damage was immediately evident in
postquake satellite imagery. However, a small
glacial lake on Lhotse Glacier (south of Everest)
drained on 25 May 2015, which resulted in an
anomalous rise in stream level (59). Small supra-
glacial ponds commonly drain suddenly because of
ice fracturing or other glacier dynamics, and it is
unclear whether this event was earthquake-related.
Wewere especially concerned about TshoRolpa,

located at the terminus of Trakarding Glacier in
the Rolwaling Valley, because of its location near
the giant aftershock’s (M 7.3 on 12 May) epi-
center. We found no evidence of damage to Tsho
Rolpa’s damming moraine from examination of
WorldView 1 satellite images taken 9 days after
the initial earthquake, on 4 May 2015, and the
NASA’s EO-1 satellite image taken 5 days after
theM 7.3 aftershock on 17 May. Postquake field
photographs taken by USGS on 27 May show
that the moraine was intact, and the lake was
nearly brim-full (Fig. 8A). Another USGS photo-
graph (Fig. 8B) shows fractures on the moraine
dam, but because no ice exists in this part of the
moraine, these tension cracks appear to have been
caused by slumping of moraine material toward
the lake (1 to 1.5 m horizontal and ~0.5 m ver-
tical), probably because of an earthquake but not
likely to be a problem. The satellite imagery and
field photographs donot demonstrate any big new
additional concerns about the lake. We would not
observe small GLOFs and minor damage to mo-
raines in satellite images because of limitations in
resolution.Furthermore,neither satelliteandground
nor helicopter-borne inspections can easily detect

interior (subsurface) structural damage thatmake
themetastable lakes evenmore subject to outburst.

Summary and conclusions

Rapid, systematic mapping allowed us to inves-
tigate earthquake-induced geohazard processes
and provide information to relief and recovery
officials on the same timeframe as those oper-
ations were occurring. This work thus contrib-

uted to effective, timely guidance to in-country
authorities responsible for response and recov-
ery. Key findings were relayed through NASA,
USGS, and the U.S. Agency for International De-
velopment (USAID), to Nepal-based experts at
ICIMOD (International Centre for Integrated
MountainDevelopment) andDHM(Department
of Hydrology and Meteorology, Government of
Nepal) and to the Prime Minister of Nepal.
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Fig. 7. Lake survey for earthquake damage. (A) Overview of study area, showing location of 491 surveyed
lakes. (B to J) Pre-earthquake images (right column), post–main shock images (center column), and post–12
May aftershock images (left column) for the largest glacial lakes in Nepal, (B) to (D),Thulagi Lake, (E) to (G)
Tsho (Lake)Rolpa, and (H) to (J) ImjaTsho. (B) Landsat 8 imageof Thulagi Lake, 21April 2015. (C)Worldview2
image of Thulagi Lake, 27 April 2015. (D) ASTER image of Thulagi Lake, 22 May 2015. (E) Landsat 8 image of
Tsho Rolpa, 11 November 2013. (F) Worldview 1 image of Tsho Rolpa, 4 May 2015. (G) EO-1 ALI image of Tsho
Rolpa 17 May 2015. (H) Landsat 8 image of Imja Tsho, 11 November 2013. (I) EO-1 ALI image of Imja Tsho,
28April 2015. (J) Landsat8 imageof ImjaTsho,25May2015.A largecrackdeveloped in the lake iceon ImjaTsho,
although such cracks are normal with spring thaw. Landsat 8 scenes are panchromatic band 8 sharpened
images (resolution 15 m) using band combinations [7,5,3] (SWIR, NIR, Green). WorldView 2 false color
composite scene uses band combination [7, 5, 3] (NIR, Red, Green).WorldView 1 image is the panchromatic
band. ASTER image (resolution 15 m) uses bands [3N, 2, 1] (NIR, Red, Green). EO-1 ALI scenes use pan-
sharpened band 1 (resolution 10 m) and band combination [8, 6, 4] (SWIR, NIR, Green).
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The mapped features document the large geo-
graphic extent of the Gorkha earthquake’s effect
on hazardous Earth surface processes and con-
strain their geophysical limits and geomorphic,
tectonic, and lithologic controls. The distribution
of induced landslides shows positive associations
with slope and shaking intensity. More broadly,
the highest areal densities of landslides are de-
veloped primarily on the downdropped northern
tectonic block. This is likely explained by mo-
mentary reduction during downward acceleration
of the normal stress along planes of weakness.
The largest two shocks bracket the landslide
distribution because they are within the displace-
ment field and highest PGAs. Additional con-
trols of landslide distribution are indicated by
their clustering within specific bedrock and sur-

ficial lithologies, including Proterozoic meta-
morphic rocks and Ordovician granitoids, in
proximity to earthquake epicenters, with high
PGAs, and perhaps with seismic wave scattering
and interferences.
In the remote valleys of the higher Himalaya,

the most concentrated losses were directly due
to the induced mass movements and air blasts
rather than shaking. Seismic wave interactions
may have contributed to destruction in Langtang
Valley and other locations because of wave fo-
cusing and ridgetop shattering but may have
reduced direct shaking damage in valley floors
and at glacial lakes.
The distribution of Gorkha earthquake–related

landslides and the terrain susceptibilities to
earthquake-induced mass movements provide

a basis from which to predict future patterns of
landsliding of earthquake-weakened ice, rock,
and unconsolidated sediments, especially as
aftershocks, precipitation, and snowmelt events
continue over the next few years. Hydrological
processes such as frost shattering and rockfalls
at high elevations and riverbank undercutting
and rotational slumping in valleys may exploit
earthquake-induced damage and trigger more
landslides. Conversely, high-magnitude shaking-
related landslides, such as ridgetop failures that
affected Langtang Valley, may be less common
going forward, unless additional strong after-
shocks or high-elevation melting affect seismi-
cally shattered rocks. However, earthquake-related
landsliding may fade below the regional back-
ground frequency of landslide activity in the next
one to several years.
The Gorkha earthquake caused fewer land-

slides than comparable earthquakes elsewhere,
although some of Nepal’s largestmassmovements
in recent millennia may have been triggered by
earthquakes (60). Details of earthquake location
relative to geology and topographic relief appear
to be crucial in determining the magnitude of
earthquake-induced hazards.
Although the Gorkha earthquake’s tragic toll

on human lives and culture cannot be under-
stated, some fortunate facts are that not a single
large GLOF was unleashed and the total number
of landslides was far fewer than generated by
comparable earthquakes (56). Whether the same
will hold for a hypothetical future largeHimalayan
earthquake is uncertain. However, future earth-
quakes generated on the shallowMainHimalayan
Thrust are not apt to generatemany or anyGLOFs
unless the magnitude is greater than the Gorkha
earthquake’s or the hypocenter and zone of
maximum slip is closer to the lakes, thus circum-
venting the shielding by Himalayan relief. The
potential exists for immense landslides and river
blockages, which may pose the greatest moun-
tain hazard.

Materials and methods

We mapped 4312 landslides from high- and
medium-resolution satellite imagery (Landsat 8,
WorldView, and others) in the weeks after the
M 7.8 main shock. Landslide locations were
mapped as points, with attributes including
nearest village, dates of imagery used to con-
strain timing, and whether the mass movement
produced or could produce a secondary hazard
(for example, a dammed lake). Using a previously
published database and the multispectral satel-
lite data, we also assessed damages to glacial lakes.
The distribution of landslides was examined in
the context of the geology (structure and lithology),
the distribution of snow and ice, topographic
slopes, and peak ground accelerations modeled
for the Gorkha earthquake and its largest after-
shock. Seismic and shake intensity data combined
with slope were used to model geohazard sus-
ceptibility indices. All data, including previously
published InSAR-measured grounddisplacements,
were analyzed within a geographic information
system.
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Fig. 8. Field visit identifies light damage at Tsho (lake) Rolpa. (A) Post-earthquake image of Tsho
Rolpa appears identical to its appearance shortly before the earthquake. (B) Two areas of fractures (outlined in
white)—believed formed by the 12 May 2015 aftershock—were observed from a helicopter on the
engineered part of the end moraine during an inspection undertaken by USGS at Tsho Rolpa. Photos are
from 27 May by B. Collins (USGS), courtesy of USAID–Office of Foreign Disaster Aid.
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